
       Annapolis 6th Nov. 1873 

 

My darling wife, 

  I duly received your second dear letter & was grieved to think how weak you 

must be – but that is natural after your long inaction & confinement to bed.  I hope tho’ that you 

will soon with fresh air and exercise feel strong again & have plenty of milk for the dear baby & 

when you come back we will try to get you plenty of exercises.  Budget is on the look out for a 

nurse & will let me know in a few days if we can do anything here. She [words faded] here for 

messages at $10 to $12 for best. She used [words faded]. 

  I should not be surprised if she were to go west to Staten Island see  you  -- she [words 

faded] good.  

 It is very cold and looks overcast & a little snowlike, quite different from the lovely 

balmy air we have had for weeks past.  I shot a black head duck in the harbor yesterday. 

 I suppose we shall get off for Cumluck (D V) on Friday the 14th tho’ we have not yet 

heard from the person who keeps the house whether she will have rooms for us but we ought 

soon to know, if she is still alive.  I shall soon after that God willing be with my dear little wife 

not to have her away from me for a long time. 

 I begin to feel very excited but the perfect [words faded]baby & having [words faded]. 

 [Words faded] he must have you [words faded] &how his eyes [words faded] 

 Tell your Papa that I am rather pleased with the results of the elections than otherwise – 

how does he like it?  It looks like the tidal wave so long looked for.   I feel quite jolly as do all 

Maryland democrats.  We have made a clean sweep in the state.   Mr. Hagman a “reformer” 

candidate was defeated in fact as were all who were not straight democrats.   

 I am not very well today some pain in the head & not very well generally but trust will be 

all right DV tomorrow. 
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We have no new [words faded] any cause usual- [words faded] from a comes for had next 

[words faded]. 

 This winter  us [words faded]. She says she has [words faded] & I think she has[words 

faded] there has been so much [words faded] some of the officers or Mids have always come for 

her. 

 Things look terribly gloomy in New York & I suppose everywhere where there is any 

business.  Here we do not see much of it, as we have so little business. 

 We are shipping a few raw oysters – but not much to do generally. 

 I fear both Parkers have lost again in this panic.  I never saw such bad luck as they have 

had in the last year – I think [ entire news?] 

 Goodbye darling wife & kiss dear baby & with lots of love to you. 

       Ever your [?] 

             JBH  
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